From The Stewards of the Meeting  
To The Competitor’s Representative  
Garage 59  

Decision N° 05

The Stewards, having received a request from the Competitor, have considered the following matter:

Garage 59 advise that car #59 has a technical issue. The Competitor requests permission to complete a lap after the Bronze Test on Friday 12 April 2019.

Under Article 30.8 of the 2019 Blancpain GT Sporting Regulations the Stewards authorise the following:

- Car #59 is allowed to wait in at the end of the pit lane (in a position that does not impede other cars) up to 5 minutes before the end of the Bronze Test.
- IMMEDIATELY the Chequered Flag is shown to indicate the end of the Bronze Test and when instructed by the marshal, car #59 can enter the track to complete ONE LAP with any cars that remain on track.
- At the end of ONE LAP, car #59 must return to pit-lane.
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